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I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The transport equation for neutrons in a uniform sourceless medium may 
have solutions proportional to e-Kc [l-3]. Herein K is the reciprocal of one of 
the so-called relaxation lengths. (The largest among these is also known as 
the diffusion length.) For multiplying media some of the relaxation lengths 
are imaginary or sometimes also complex [4]. On the other hand, it is often 
tacitly assumed that for a nonmultiplying medium (a “moderator”) all 
relaxation lengths are real, though this has been proved only for special 
models [5]. A more general proof, as described in the following, can be based 
upon the detailed balance relation and upon the trivial fact that neutron 
cross sections are represented by nonnegative measurable functions. 
We have to consider the following form of the transport equation [I, 31, 
valid for time-independent neutron distributions in a macroscopically 
uniform and isotropic sourceless moderator: 
[v * V + d(w)] N(r, v) = s r~‘S(v’ + v) N(r, v’) d3v’. (1) 
w 
Herein w is the velocity space, N the neutron density per unit of velocity 
space, Z(V) the macroscopic total cross section, and S(v’ + v) the macros- 
copic differential scattering cross section (per unit of velocity space). The total 
cross section can be expressed as the sum of the absorption and scattering 
cross sections, 
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with 
Z&J) = 1 S(v -+ v’) A’. 
Jw 
The scattering cross section Zs(o) never approaches zero, so that also 
K* = inf z(V) > 0. 
Furthermore, for a given v the differential scattering cross-section S(v --+ v’) 
cannot vanish identically with respect to v’. Observations and theory both 
justify the following slightly stronger assumption: For any v there exists a 
positive C(V) such that S(v + v’) > 0 for / v - v’ / < E(B). 
Because of isotropy of the medium, the differential cross section actually 
depends solely upon the magnitudes of the vectors v and v’, and upon the 
angle between them. Since the medium is in thermal equilibrium, S obeys 
the detailed balance relation, 
where 
vM(v) S(v + v’) = v’M(v’) S(v’ --f v), (3) 
The ansatz 
N(r, v) = M(a) 1+4(v) e+
leads to the equation 
[.+I) - K/L] $(V) = j s(v --t v’) #(d) d3d, 
(4) 
w 
where TV = V&J. We may rewrite this equation in a short-hand notation 
(Z - 4 # = sJi4 (5) 
where Z, CL, and S denote the operators defined in Eq. (4). 
Equation (5) will be considered in the Hilbert space L, of all functions 
v(v) defined and measurable for v E w and with the inner product defined as 
follows: 
(% 8 = J ?w dG vM(v) d3v. 
w 
The purpose of the weight function vM(o) is to make the operator S sym- 
metric, according to relation (3). (Introduction of this weight is an alternative 
to the more common procedure of formally symmetrizing the kernel 
S(v-+v’) in Eq. (4).) 
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It is important to know whether the operator S is compact (= completely 
continuous) or at least bounded in the L, space as defined here. This should 
be investigated separately for each possible type of moderator: gas, liquid, 
amorphous solid, microcrystalline solid. 
For the monatomic has model the results of Hecke and of other authors 
[6-81 lead to the conclusion that the operator S is indeed compact and there- 
fore bounded. 
The differential scattering cross section for a solid can be split into two 
Part% 
S(v -+ v’) = S,(v --f v’) + S,(v + v’), (6) 
representing elastic and inelastic scattering, respectively. The second part 
represents a compact operator, as can be inferred from the formulas in 
Ref. [9]. However, the first is not compact, as it involves a factor S(w - s’)/ns, 
or, in case of a microcrystalline solid, still another delta factor. 
Boundedness of S may be tested by Schur’s criterion [IO], recently used by 
Borysiewicz and Mika [Ill for some closely related operators. According to 
this criterion S is bounded in L, if 
I[ 
oM(o) +
I S(v+v’)d%’ <C < co. w a’M(o’) 
For elastic scattering in solids this condition amounts to the requirement that 
the integrated elastic scattering cross section be bounded. This is indeed the 
case [12]. Hence for solid moderators the operator S is bounded. 
For liquid moderators a decomposition of the operator S into the quasi- 
elastic and inelastic parts is suggested [9], with the latter part again being 
compact. A slight modification of the above condition helps to prove that the 
quasielastic part of S is bounded. It can also be shown, that S is not compact. 
However, contrary to the case of a solid, the operator K = P1/2SP1/2 
is now compact, as can be shown by an estimate. 
II. REALITY OF THE SPECTRUM 
Evidently the operators .Z’ and p in Eq. (5) are self-adjoint; moreover p 
is bounded. As explained in Section I the operator S is bounded in all 
physically possible cases. Since it is symmetric, it is self-adjoint too. (We may 
remark though that the results of this section can be derived also without 
assuming S to be bounded, but the deductions are then more complicated.) 
Let us consider the inner product ((Z - S) 9, v), where dv) is any 
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function in the domain of the operator Z. By repeated use of the relation (3), 
and by aid of Eqs. (2a, b), this expression is transformed into 
Clearly 
+ : j, j, Sk -+ v’) / q(v) - qo(v’) I2 vM(o) d3v d3v’. (7) 
(P - S) v, d 2 0, (8) 
so that Z - S is a nonnegative-definite s lf-adjoint operator. 
Equality in Eq. (8) occurs only if v(v) = const. and &(v) == 0. In order 
to prove this we remember that S(v + v’) > 0 for v’ in a certain vicinity of v. 
Consequently, vanishing of the double integral in (7) implies that p = const. 
in this vicinity of v. Since this holds for any v, we must have q(v) = const. 
throughout. The second half of the above statement then immediately 
follows. 
We shall say that the number K belongs to the (generalized) continuous 
spectrum if A = 0 belongs to the continuous spectrum of the operator 
.Z - S - ICY. In this case approximate solutions I/J(V) of Eq. (5) exist, such 
that 11 (Z - S - up) #J il/ll I,G Ij can be made arbitrarily small. 
Similarly, the number K is said to be a (generalized) eigenvalue if h = 0 
is an eigenvalue of the operator ,?Z - S - Kp, i.e., if Eq. (5) has a nontrivial 
solution I&V) EL, . 
If #(v) is such a solution, we have 
(@ - s) #, $1 = ‘+ft 9% (9) 
Since Z - S and p are self-adjoint operators, the values ((Z - S) I/J, #) and 
(&, +) are real. Therefore, the eigenvalue K is real too whenever 
((Z - S) $9 44 > 0. 
It remains to investigate the case of ((z’ - S) #, #) = 0. We know that 
this is only possible if $(v) = const. and &(:,(u) = 0. The corresponding 
eigenvalue is K = 0, as is clear from Eqs. (4) and (2a, b). 
Thus we see that all eigenvalues K are real. This statement is broadened 
by the following theorem, which confines all spectrum to the real axis of K. 
then the inverse (2 - S - KP)-~ exists1 if K belongs either to the half-planes 
1 By this we mean that the inverse exists as a bounded and everywhere defined 
operator. Also in the following the notion of an inverse operator will always be restricted 
in the same sense. 
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Im (K) 2 0 OY to the interval (- a, a). Hence, equution (5) has no solutions nor 
approximate solutions JOY such K. 
We may remark that the condition (Y > 0 is satisfied if for example 
inf E&v) > 0. Under some further restrictive assumptions the theorem 
can be extended also to the case with (Y = 0, as will be shown in Section III. 
PROOF. From 01 = inf((Z - S) y, q) we infer that Z - S 3 cJ, 
where I is the identity operator. Hence, the condition 01 > 0 implies 
that (Z - S)-l exists, and is a self-adjoint positive-definite operator, with 
/I (2 - S)-l jl < l/a. Since (Z - S)-l12 exists too, we may write 
z - ,!? - K/l = (2 - s)+ [I - K(z - s)-* p(z - s)-+] (z - s)+. 
It is not difficult toinfer from this identity that (Z - S - q-l exists if and 
only if [I - K(z - 8)-1’2 ~(2 - 8)-1’2]-1 eX&s. 
If for some K the latter inverse does not exist, this means that l/K belongs 
to the spectrum of the operator (Z - S)-lj2 ~(2 - S)-lj2. Since this operator 
is self-adjoint, its spectrum is real; and since its norm is < l/a, the spectrum 
is included in the interval [- l/tx, l/a]. Hence, if either h(K) f 0 or if 
-a<K<(Y, K cannot belong to the spectrum, which means that 
(Z - S - Kp)-1 exists in such cases. This concludes the proof. 
III. THE POINT SPECTRUM 
Let us now consider the operator 2 - S - up as a function of the param- 
eter K. Because K* > 0, 2-l is a bounded self-adjoint positive-definite 
operator, and 1) 2-l /I = l/~*. Since 2 - S > 0, we have 
K zz ~-13’3~42 < I. 
From the identity 
i? - s - K/L = z1’2(I - K - K&?-l) i?12, (10) 
we infer that (2 - S - Kp)-l exists if and only if (1 - K - ~pz-l)-l exists. 
The further conclusions depend upon whether K is a compact operator or 
not. The first case is settled by the following theorem: 
THEOREM II. Suppose that the operator K = Z-1J2SZ-1/2 is compact. 
Then the inverse (x - S - Kp)-l exists and is an analytic function of K in the 
half-planes h(K) 2 0. It exists and is analytic also in the interval (- K*, K*), 
except possibly at a set of isolated points IQ where it has poles. Equation (5) has a 
nontrivial soktion for each KJ . 
On the other hand, the inverse of L’ - S - K~L does not exist in the intervals 
[K*, co) and (- co, - K*]. 
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PROOF. Since K* = inf Z(V), the function $F(o) takes on any value 
belonging to the interval (- 1 /IC *, l/x*). This implies that the number X = 0 
lies in the continuous spectrum of the operator I - +,?Y for any K belonging 
to one of the intervals [K*, co) and (- co, - K*]. Since K is compact, we 
deduce from Weyl’s theorem [13] that X = 0 also belongs to the spectrum of 
1 - K - Kpz-‘, so that (x - S - Kp)-1 does not exist for such K. This 
proves the second part of the theorem, which is a statement of the well- 
known fact that the intervals [K*, co) and (- 00, - K*] belong to the 
spectrum of K. 
Let us denote by D the region of the complex plane obtained by deleting 
the intervals [K*, CO) and (- co, - K*] from the real axis. In the region D 
the inverse (1 - ~$?l)-l exists and is an analytic function of K. We may write 
1 - K - K+? = (1 - K@-l) [I - (1 - K/‘z-l)-l k’], (11) 
and we notice that (1 - K - K@‘)-’ exists for K E D whenever 
[I - (1 - K~L??-~ K1-l exists. 
The expression (1 - Kpi?‘)-’ K represents a compact operator analytically 
dependent on K in the region D. According to a theorem of Tamarkin and 
smul’yan [14-161, we have two possibilities regarding the existence of the 
inverse [I - (I- Kpz-l)-lK]-l : either (i) h = 1 is an eigenvalue of the oper- 
ator (1 - Kpz-‘)-’ K for all K E D, or (ii) the inverse [I - (1 - K,u,~~)-~ K]-l 
exists and is an analytic function of K in the whole region D except possibly 
at a set of isolated points where it has poles. 
If h = 1 is an eigenvalue of the operator (I - Kpz-l)-l K, then there 
exists a nontrivial solution of the equation 
(1 - Kpz-l) C#7 = &,, (14 
and hence of Eq. (5). Since we know from Sec. II that such a solution does not 
exist if h(K) f 0, we conclude that the possibility (ii) must hold. Hence the 
operator-valued function [I - (1 - Kpc-l)-l K]-l is analytic in the half- 
planes h(K) 2 0. It is analytic also in the interval (- K*, K*), except pos- 
sibly at a set of isolated points Ki where it has poles. If the point K = IQ 
is a pole then h = 1 is an eigenvalue of (I - K,.&l)-l K. This implies that 
Eq. (5) has a nontrivial solution for K = Ki . Theorem II is thus completely 
proved. 
As is well known, the eigenvalues of K appear in pairs (& K& because if Ki 
corresponds to the solution #(v), then #(- v) is a solution corresponding 
to - Ki . 
The only case where K is not compact is that of a solid medium, and it 
requires a separate investigation. In this case the operators S and K are 
composed as shown by Eq. (6), 
s = s, + s, ) 
K=K,+Ki, 
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where Si and consequently Ki = 2F1W.Z-r/2 are compact. The scattering 
cross section can be split accordingly, 
zlg(4 = G?(o) + W), 
with 
Z&w) = j &(v + v’) d%‘. 
w 
Since scattering is never purely elastic [ll], we are entitled to make the 
additional assumption 
4(v) 
sup Z@) = 1 - YY [ 1 O<y<l. (13) 
Under these assumptions the statements of Theorem II need only a slight 
modification, as we are going to see. 
In the same way as Eq. (7) we derive the identity 
+ 4 j, j, S,(v -+ v’) I q(v) - cp(v’) I2oM(ec) d9v A’. (14) 
This shows, in combination with Eq. (13), that 22 - S, > Z - Ze > y& 
and therefore I - K, > yI. 
In order to make use of the latter inequality, we rewrite Eq. (10) as follows, 
and proceed in analogy with Eq. (11): 
i? - s - K/L = z”2(I - K, - Ki - K@I) z112 
= ,??‘2(I - K, - K/d-‘) [I - (1 - K, - K$-l)-l Ki] i?1’2. 
Arguments of the same kind as in the proof of Theorem I lead to the conclu- 
sion that the operator (1 - K, - ~p,??l)-l exists if either - YK* < K < yK* 
or if h(K) f 0. Th en we apply Tamarkin-Smul’yan’s theorem to the operator 
(1 - K, - 1&-1)-r Kj . By the same reasoning as before it follows that 
(z - S - Kp)-’ exists if either h(K) f 0, or if K E (- ‘ye*, YK*), except 
possibly for a set of isolated eigenvalues Kd inside this interval where that 
inverse has at most poles. 
These considerations have left some uncertainty about the intervals 
(-K*, - YK*] and [YK*, K*). The question arises whether the continuously 
distributed spectrum may perhaps extend beyond the usual bounds & K* 
and thus cover also parts of those intervals. It has been discovered by 
Corngold and Duderstadt [17, 181, in connection with the more general 
neutron-wave problem, that such additional parts of the spectrum may indeed 
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appear if elastic scattering is sufficiently strong. For the present purpose we 
may either specialize their formulas to zero frequency, or proceed from the 
start by testing approximate solutions which vanish outside a narrow speed 
interval. For isotropic scattering the result can be stated in a simple way: 
The value K E (- K*, K”) belongs to the spectrum if a positive r~,, can be 
found such that 
and that Z(w) and ,Ze(~) are continuous at this value. 
From the form of the mentioned approximate solutions we may expect 
that this part of the spectrum corresponds to singular eigenfunctions, which 
for isotropic scattering have the form 
The first part of this solution is well known from one-speed transport heory. 
IV. THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM 
We have already verified that the intervals (- co, - K*) and (K*, co) 
always belong to the spectrum. It has been conjectured, though proved only 
for special cases, that this is a purely continuous spectrum, i.e., that no 
eigenvalues are imbedded in it. (There is no residual spectrum, because 
z - S - Kp for real K is a selfadjoint operator.) 
A proof will be given here under the not very restrictive (and possibly 
unnecessary) assumption that the differential scattering cross section is a 
polynomial in the cosine of the scattering angle, so that 
S(v + v’) = & f (2e + 1) S& + z)‘) Pc(cos 0) o’-2. (16) d=O 
By aid of the addition theorem for Legendre polynomials we derive from 
Eqs. (4) and (16) that also the quantity [Z(w) - KP] t&v) admits a finite 
spherical harmonics expansion of an order L’ <L. If K is a real eigenvalue, 
such that ] K 1 > K*, the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) must be divisible by Z(e)) - IC~L, 
because otherwise ] #(v) 1s would have a nonintegrable singularity and there- 
fore J/J would not belong to the L, space. Consequently, #(v) itself must admit 
a finite spherical harmonics expansion, but of the order L’ - 1. After insertion 
into Eq. (4) this leads to an obvious contradiction, because the order of the 
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expansions would not be the same on both sides. Hence K cannot be an 
eigenvalue, which proves that the open intervals (- co, - K*) and (K*, co) 
constitute a purely continuous spectrum. 
Whether or not the point K* can be an eigenvalue, has to be decided separ- 
ately. If Z(v) approaches the value K* only at v + 00, such a possibility 
cannot be excluded by the present arguments. 
These results may be of some interest in connection with the phenomen 
of disappearing eigenvalues, discovered by Corngold [19]. For a moderator 
with low absorption at least one pair of eigenvalues exists (which merges into 
K = 0 if absorption is absent). When increasing amounts of a neutron- 
absorbing substance are added, all eigenvalues move towards the edges 
f K* of the continuous spectrum. For a certain concentration of absorber, 
some eigenvalue IQ may reach the bound K*. For the moment it may still 
persist here, but after further addition of absorber it disappears. It cannot 
wander into the continuous spectrum, according to what we have seen here. 
The above proof does not apply to the possible extension of the continu- 
ously distributed spectrum into the interval (- K*, K*), in case of a solid 
medium with strong elastic scattering. Eigenvalues imbedded in that part of 
the spectrum can at present not be ruled out. 
V. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE NONNEGATIVE SOLUTION 
Of particular interest in applications is the nonnegative solution of Eq. (4). 
The existence of such solutions is usually based upon theorems about oper- 
ators which map nonnegative functions into nonnegative functions. A 
bounded self-adjoint operator of this kind is K + ~pC-l + (K/K*) 1 if K 
is real. This fact will lead to the following consequence: 
THEOREM III. Let K* be the smallest value of K in the interval [0, K”] such 
that (2 - S - Kp)-’ does not exist. If Kg is an eigenvalue, then there exists only 
one linearly independent solution &,(v) of Eq. (5) for K = K~ , and this solution 
is nonnegative. 
If, in addition, the operator K = .cF/~SZ-~/~ is compact, &(v) and #,,( - v), 
corresponding to & Kg , are the only nonnegative solutions of Eq. (5). 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma, which is 
analogous to one of the theorems of Krein and Rutman [20]. 
LEMMA. Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space L, 
mapping nonnegative functions into nonnegative function. If the largest value 
of u(A) is an eigenvalue of A, then there exists a nonnegative eigenfunction q,, 
of A corresponding to this eigenvahe. 
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If A has the property that v > 0 implies Ap, > 0, and if the eigenfunction 
v,, > 0 almost everywhere, then this is the unique nonnegative eigenfunction of A, 
and the corresponding e-ikenvalue is simple. 
REMARK. We write q~ > 0 if v(v) is nonnegative and if there exists a set of 
positive measure where y,(v) > 0. 
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. A substitution of A by A + cl, with arbitrary 
real c, cannot affect he validity of the lemma, as only the spectrum is shifted, 
whereas the eigenfunctions remain unaltered. We are therefore free to assume 
that h, = sup o(A) > 1 inf a(A) / , so that jl A 11 = h, . 
Denote by E, the spectral family associated with the operator A, so that 
A = jzz X dE,, . Clearly E,, = 1 for h > &,. If X, is an eigenvalue of A, then 
E+,, = I - P, P f 0. The resolvent (h’1 - A)-l can be written as 
(XI - A)-l = jyW & dE, . 
From this we infer that the product (h’ - h,) (Xl - A)-l converges strongly 
to P if h’ + h, , A’ > A, . Hence lim(X’ - ha) (Xl - A)-l v = Pp’ for any 
function q EL, . 
Since the projection P f 0, and since any function from L, is a linear 
combination of nonnegative functions, there exists a nonnegative function 
v EL, such that J/J = Pp’ f 0. It follows that PI/J = 4, which implies that # 
is an eigenfunction of A corresponding to the eigenvalue h, . 
Let us consider the Neumann expansion 
(X’I - A)-1 y = f h’-“-IA’+, 
n=a 
which is valid for 1 h’ 1 > h, . All functions A%P, are nonnegative, so that 
# = Pp’ = lim(h’ - ha) (Xl - A)-l p, is nonnegative too. Thus we have 
proved the first part of the lemma. 
Suppose now that to h, there corresponds an eigenfunction q~,, such that 
9s > 0 a.e., and that y > 0 implies Ap, > 0. Let 4 be any eigenfunction of A 
corresponding to an eigenvalue h f h, . Then (p),,  4) = 0. Since q~,, > 0 
a.e., I/J cannot be nonnegative. 
If 4 corresponds to the same eigenvalue &, , and is linearly independent of 
‘pO , then we may assume (q~,,  #) = 0. S ince this implies that neither # > 0 
nor # < 0 a.e., we have I# 1 > I/ and / # 1 > - $ on sets of positive measure. 
HenceA/+/ >A#andA/#/ > -A#,sothatAI#I > IAI,I =h,III,j. 
Now we have 
0 < UP,, I # I) = G+o, I 4~ I) = bo > A I# I) > UP,~ I 16 I)> 
a contradiction. Therefore, such 9 cannot exist; hence h, is a simple eigen- 
value of A. 
PROOF OF THEOREM III. Let K be a real number, and put 
h(K) = ,;Pl cKY + ‘V‘+, Cp). (17) 
According to a well-known theorem [13], h(K) represents the largest value 
in the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator K + K@l. It is not difficult 
to see that h(- K) = x(K). 
Since K < 1, we have h(0) < 1. If A(O) = 1, then the inverse of Z - S 
does not exist. In such case, by assumption, K = 0 is an eigenvalue. We have 
already seen that this is possible only if &(v) = 0, with #a(v) = const. being 
the solution of Eq. (5). 
Now let h(0) < 1. The inverse (1 - K - Kpz-l)-l exists for any K such 
that h(K) < 1. It can easily be shown that /\(K*) 3 1, and that A(K) is continu- 
ously dependent on K. Hence there exists a smallest value K. , 0 < K~ < K*, 
such that h(Ko) = 1. We also notice that K~ is the smallest K such that 
(z - s - K&l d oes not exist. By assumption, Kg is an eigenvalue and there 
exists a solution of Eq. (5). Hence, there is a function C&V) such that 
%‘o + KoPz-%‘o = 9’0 . (18) 
The operator A(K,) = K + K~~.Z-~ + (KJK*) I maps nonnegative func- 
tions into nonnegative functions. The largest value in its spectrum is the 
eigenvahe 1 + Ko/K*, as we infer from Eq. (18). Therefore, by the lemma, a 
nonnegative solution of this equation and consequently of Eq. (5) must exist. 
The operator A(K) obviously has the property that v > 0 implies & > 0. 
Moreover, the nonnegative eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 
1 + &J/K* is positive a.e., as is easily seen from the fact that S(v + v’) > 0 
in the vicinity of any given v. Hence A satisfies all requirements of the lemma, 
so that no other solution can exist for the same eigenvalue Ko . This concludes 
the proof of the first part of Theorem III. 
Suppose now that K is compact. If v. is a nontrivial solution of Eq. (18) 
for K. > 0, we obtain from this equation 
(Kqo + K$-$0 , 9’0) = (To 9 9’0) + ($ - 1) (9’0 - K?‘O 9 ‘?‘o)* 
Since K <I and Kcpo+ qua, this identity shows that X(K) > 1 for any 
K > Kg . Hence the largest value in the spectrum of K + Kpz-1 is > 1. 
The spectrum of Kpz-’ consists of the interval [- K/K*, K/K*], which 
belongs to the interval [- 1, l] if K < K*. Since K is compact, we infer 
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from Weyl’s theorem that in the exterior of this interval the spectrum of the 
operator K + KPZ-~ can contain only eigenvalues. Therefore, h = h(K) > 1 
is an eigenvalue. As before, we deduce from this fact that there exists a 
nonnegative eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue X(K). 
Applying the lemma to the operator A(K) = K + K/L.Z’-~ + (K/K*) I, 
we see that no further nonnegative eigenfunctions of A(K) can exist. In 
particular, if X = 1 happens to be an eigenvalue of K + Kpz-l, it does not 
correspond to a nonnegative eigenfunction. Consequently, Eq. (12) has no 
nontrivial nonnegative SOhtiOn if Kg < K < K*. 
On the other hand, it is immediately seen from Eq. (12), that a non- 
negative Solution cannot exist if K > K*, which agrees with the conclusions 
of Section IV. 
It remains to consider the case of Kg = 0, when h = 1 is an eigenvalue of K. 
Then # = const. is a solution of Eq. (5) and v,, = Zr/a(o) is a nonnegative 
solution of Eq. (18). S ince y,, depends only on v, we have ($X++, , v,,) = 0. 
Hence there exists a solution of the inhomogeneous equation 
(I - K) pl = pz-%po . 
Denote by vr a solution such that (p)l ,ps) = 0. Put P)~ = ‘po + K% . An 
easy calculation gives 
(&‘K + ~I-‘~-%‘. > ‘A) = (9% 3 ‘J’s) + K2h - &‘I > VI) + ‘&-‘~-%J1, ‘PI). 
Since (p)l - &r , n) > 0, we conclude that A(K) > 1 for sufficiently small K. 
From this we infer as before that h(K) > 1 for all K E (0, K*]. Hence 
v0 = Z112(v) is the unique positive solution of the Eq. (12) in this case also. 
This completes the proof of Theorem III. 
Although it is hard to believe that uniqueness of the nonnegative solution 
should fail for the case of a solid moderator where K is not compact, it has 
not been possible so far to extend the proof to this case. 
SUMMARY 
The spectrum of reciprocal relaxation lengths (K) of a neutron gas in a 
uniform moderator is confined to the real axis. It consists 
(a) of the intervals (- co, - K*] and [K*, co), with no eigenvalues 
imbedded inside; 
(b) possibly of a set of pairs of isolated eigenvalues f Ki in the gap 
(- K*, K*); 
(4 in case of a solid moderator, possibly of extensions of the continuously 
distributed spectrum into the gap (- K*, K*), if elastic scattering is sufficiently 
strong. 
92 KU%ER AND VIDAV 
If the smallest nonnegative value K,, in the spectrum is an eigenvalue, it is a 
simple one, and it corresponds to a nonnegative eigensolution &(v), whereas 
#,,( - v) corresponds to ~ IC,, . At least in case of a gaseous or liquid moderator 
there are no further nonnegative eigensolutions. 
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